
9/21/74 

Dear Johm, 

I Should have made and sent you a carbon of .a letter I wrote Walsh at Rolling Stone early this week. Sorry I forgot. I mentioned you in it, Be say or may not speak to you. 

What happened is that one I'd trusted decided to do an article on the basis of my new book. He made not one but four simultaneous submissions. I learned of it just as I was leaving town last Redd= week. (A rich man who eystematically suffers a social conscience wanted to talk to me about Ford but decided against it by the time I re ached hiss. )I write this younger former friend a scorching letter and gave it to my friend and colleague in this new book when we net at the airport to work for about an hour in the Ray case. He then got in touch frith the other glee, who wrote letters withdrawing the submission. But he wrote only three letters, my colleague noted.So, because one of the four submissions was to Rolling Stone and Walsh had not responded to my answer to his letter responding to mine on the irresponsibility of his planned think piece OR theories of the assassinations, I reminded him that the first approach of any kind I had made was through you to them. You will remember you told no you got so where. 
There really are a number of major stories in this sow work. Au of day before yesterday a TV not is agonizing over one, which they haven't told mo and I don't really oars. They asked wo for proof of something I mention atonally and, under the circumstances, you oan understand I tell you in confidences my relations with the late Senator Russell and his disagreement with a najor part of the Warren 14seem. (If you are too youbg, he was one of the seven Commisaienors.) This interest, this one request for proof not pub-lishsd in the work, can be tribal or eigoificant, I don't know which. But the TV nut attention to the content can be a major breakthrough for us as well as finnftesa  sal-

vation on the book. We had to borrow to print, boaidoe the Lot inconsiderable costs 
prior to the printer. I have also made a single print-media approach and I can hear for a couple of,woeks. In fact, I don't yet have a book to sand. I'll oteplain,It is also why you.don t have a or im confidence. 

The printer's paper source is on strike. He had to get a special shipment from out of town, which ran our costs up something like another 140. Then he shot the nogoe toves too large, which I discovered in checking the bkuss. This cost him heavily for ha had to reshoot the entire job and then rnntrip. So, instead of mating a new set 
of blues for me to check, ho went ahead and rpinted. Well, be bad a page upside down, in one sig and four out of order in another. He thus wasted 2/7 of the entire paper cost and had these two signs ti reprint. As of dry nefore yesterday his new paper had not come. The TV not is working from a xerox. And I can't afford another merox. I have the one fron which we indexed. 

So, as often happens, I have to waste time sort of in the role of fireman, in this case to prevent what I take to be an uncontrolled ego doing an unconscionable thing. I feel sorry for the fellow who did it because when he was personally confronted with a whole striae of fictions he had fabricated in order to justify to himself what he had dotes he was coneiderably webarraseed. Ho is not by nature a crock nor irresponsible. 
This is another aspect of the Yazijian ayndrone. With Y in may be worse. In this case, while the fellow told himself otherwise, he had a craving for attention. 
As you know, books aroVided ny hand, so we can:,t pay for preset time to have a couple of defective books folder; so we can have afew to work with. 
Wayne Chastain phoned me right after I returned. We had a long talk. Au I told you, I like Wayne, I do not think his thesis on the King assassination is tenable even through is 2/71 I did have reason to believe that the real Youngblood was in Memphis at that time. There need be nothing unusual about this. What I'm going into this for is to try to help you spin fewer wheels. There is an easy test you can make in your own mind. If you were part 



of an assassination plot would you kake youself conspicuous in the area in which it was 
to be comeitted? If you were pert of a plot, would you have a man in the scene who 
had no function in it but could be recognized? 

Apply the same teat to Dealey Plaza. Apragee's and Garrison's approach. The 
Yazijian fictions based on realities that are irrelevant to the fictions and jazzed 
up with visuals that are not related to anuthing he Oeime. 

Livingstan has finally promised ne he will shut up. I hope he does. 

The last insanity of his I received is something called "Confidential Flash," 
the piece sianed Val Howard, probably a name uned instead of one that could be damaged 
by appearance in such a rag. 

This whole oraey/stupid Livingston thing hau been very hurtful and cons at a 
time when there is such serious work to be done, of which he hue done noun; and when 
the needs of the sinister forces are great, so that they go ie for this kind of stuff. 
Meanwhile, he was no utterly incompetent about it that we can t ;et from hie a live 
clue to the source of the .Pepartment of Disinformation. Whether it is official or 
other. 

Each element of the press has its own standard of "objectivity." If a (*table 
source says something it wants to print it become objective to quote, no matter how 
inherebtly incredible it may be. 

The net result is that people are misinformed. 

Can any reality live up to the Yazijian manufactures? 

All the stuff you got from AtIvingeton wee rubbish. Par whatever ey opinion es 
worht, the time and money you spent on it wore woreo than wasted. And your audience is 
mine off for it. You ure young and will learn from your own experiences, But please 
try to learn the most difficult thing of all as soon as you can' be your own devil's 
advocate. You can't really afford these wastes, in time you will not be proud of the 
time and judgement, and with the tine and money you sight have given your audience what 
it did need to know. 

Let Re ware you about another one of these nut capers you can expect. I last beard 
that the N.O. coroner van upset that Clay Shaw as buried without an autopsy. You can be 
your own devil's advocate OR this by determining of he exhnned and performed an autipsy. 
Wyaocident I was able to do sone checking. 1t says that Shaw was in terminal cancer for 
a year the last nix months of which he had a medical stud ant livine with -bine The report 
of the nynterious anbulenco the day before can't be found and won't respond to appeals 
to report' It was an anonymous call. The part 2 fear is that this cancer also reached 
hie brain, which is whit happened to Ruby. Can't you imagine what the nuts can do with 
that? But it does happen in real life and there really was no reason to kill Shaw anyway. 
What he was eharued with was inherently incredible, so it will be alleged that in his 
dying momenta he was about to confess to it. 

I owe you the apology for not sanding you a carbon of my letter to Walsh. The 
rest of this is a little time I take before breakfast in an effort to help you be a 
better reporter. In tins you will cone to understand that all this crap appearing almost 
without exception in all the alternative media is the most effective service to the 
Department of Dienleformation, a service so thorough it iu heyond they capacity to buy. 
This does not mean that they eay net figure in it. I've no proof and no reason to believe 
they de. All that concerns me is the result. One-is to destroy all credibility. Another 
is to =Ice truth unacceptable, unidentifiable. Another is to reduce the little chance that 
the major eedia, which has been reached, will pay any attention to what is solid. And the 
*ajar media is the moans by Alieh nest people arc redobed. Iaeludine thoee who do have 
influence. I've lived with this long, Jon. I twee you will believemm me. 

Another apology for the haste and the typos. Sincerely, 


